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ABSTRACT

화재 안전을 위해서, 화재 발생을 방지하는 것이 가장 근본적인 방법이다. 기상의 변화는 인간의 생활의 변화와 밀접한 관계가 있고, 

기상 변화에 따른 화재 발생 예측은 화재 예방을 위해 많은 기여를 할 수 있을 것이다 . 본 연구에서는 예측 기술을 활용하여 기상의 변

화에 따른 화재 발생의 변화를 분석하고자 한다. 예측 모델은 온도, 습도, 풍속, 지역의 4가지 입력 변수를 기반으로 하였다. 이러한 기

상 조건을 기반으로 화재 유형, 발화원, 발화 원인 및 발화 물질과 같은 여러 화재 특성에 대한 화재 위험 예측 정확도를 확인하였다. 분

석을 위해 ‘인구 시간당 화재 발생 빈도’를 산출하고 이를 위험등급으로 구분하는 데이터 전처리를 하였고, 인공신경망과 의사결정트

리를 활용한 화재 예측 모형을 만들었다. 분석 결과 세부 변수별 화재 위험도의 예측 정확도를 비교하였고 기상과 연관성이 높은 특정 

유형의 화재를 확인하였다. 본 연구는 기상 조건에 따라 화재 발생 위험이 높은 세부 특성을 파악하고 추후 화재 특성별 위험도를 도출

하기 위한 기초자료로 활용 가능할 것이다.

For fire safety, preventing the occurrence of a fire is the most fundamental method. Changes in weather are closely related to changes 

in human life, and prediction of fire occurrence according to changes in weather can make a great contribution to fire prevention. This 

study intends to analyze the change in fire occurrence according to the change of weather by using the prediction technology. The 

prediction model’s results were based on 4 input variables (temperature, humidity, wind velocity, and region); it measured the fire-risk 

prediction accuracy for several fire characteristics such as fire type, ignition source, ignition cause, and ignition material based on those 

weather conditions. For the analysis, data pre-processing was performed to calculate the ‘population frequency of fires per hour’ and 

classify them into risk grades, and the fire prediction model using artificial neural networks and decision trees was created. As a result 

of the analysis, the prediction accuracy of the fire risk for each detailed variable was compared, and a specific type of fire highly related 

to the weather was identified. This study can be used as basic data to identify detailed fire characteristics with a high risk of fire 

depending on weather conditions and to derive the risk level for each fire characteristic in the future.
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1. Introduction

In studies of risk, prevention is the most important stage. For that reason, significant efforts have been made in many fields 

to predict risks and thus prevent various negative outcomes. Much prediction research has been conducted, including 

predictions of disease in the medical field; predictions of mechanical and facility accidents in the industrial sector; and 

predictions of earthquakes, landslides, and fires in disaster studies. 

Although researchers have conducted many studies on data-based fire prediction, relatively few of those were on the 

relationship between weather and fire risks. Among the prior work on the relationship between weather conditions and fires 

other than woodland fires, Yang et al. concluded that air temperature has a low correlation with dwelling fires[1]. However, 

some scholars have shown a possible correlation between fire-related factors and weather factors. For instance, weather 

conditions such as extreme cold or heat can create conditions that carry greater fire risk[2]. Holmes discussed the change of 

the occurrence rate for chimney fire according to temperature and other weather changes using statistics and data-mining 

techniques, revealing a trend that chimney fires generally increased as the temperature dropped (indicating a seasonal 

influence); the temperature showed a somewhat nonlinear relationship[3]. Chandler observed a significant relationship 

between the number of fires and the daily low temperature, reporting that bad weather conditions increased specific fire 

causes related to space heating, wires and cables, and smokers’ materials[4]. Wang et al. found that Gross Domestic Product 

and humidity affected the fire situation in western China[4]. Corcoran et al. suggested that temperature extremes increase fire 

risk for all the investigated fire types[2]. Song et al. conducted a relational analysis of weather factors and fire-occurrence 

factors. Using the frequency of fire occurrence and various meteorological factors, the resulting relational graphs consider 

each fire characteristic, including source of ignition, cause of ignition, and ignition material. For humidity, the trend was that 

fires occurred more frequent as the humidity decreased. For temperature, various trends occurred according to the types of 

independent and dependent variables. One trend showed that fires occurred more often as the wind speed increased[5]. The 

present study was developed based on the research performed by Song et al., and it considers the accuracy of fire-risk 

predictions for factors such as the fire’s type, cause, and materials, as well as the weather conditions.

Models were developed to predict fire risk using fire characteristics such as fire type, source of ignition, cause of ignition, 

and ignition material. This research study had three primary objectives: (1) to preprocess the available fire data and 

meteorological data in order to predict fire risk; (2) to develop fire-risk prediction models using two data-mining techniques: 

artificial neural networks (ANNs) and decision trees (DTs); and (3) to examine prediction accuracy for characteristics related 

to the fires and to thus evaluate the models.

2. Materials and Methods

The data used in this study are fire investigation data and meteorological data for 6 years from 2007. Temperature, 

humidity, and wind speed data for each region were used as meteorological data. For the fire incidents, data from the Korean 

National Emergency Management Agency’s national fire-information system were used. This system collects all of the 

fire-investigation information from fire departments nationwide. This study analyzed the following fire characteristics: fire 

type, source of ignition, ignition material, and cause of ignition. Each of these fire characteristics (classified in Table 1) acted 
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as a dependent variable. Here, “fire type” refers to the property type. “Source of ignition” refers to the source of the flame or 

heat that caused the fire. “Cause of ignition” refers to the factor that influenced the fire’s ignition. Finally, “ignition material” 

is the material that first ignited and that burned until the fire eventually became hard to control. 

Table 1. Classification of the fire characteristics in the fire-investigation data

Categories

Fire type dwelling, non-dwelling, forest or field, automobile or train, miscellaneous (waste material, etc.)

Source of ignition
cigarette or lighter; friction, conduction, or radiation; flame or spark; spontaneous combustion; actuated equipment; 

explosive or firework; chemical combustion; miscellaneous; unknown

Cause of ignition
gas leak or explosion, traffic accident, mechanical factors, carelessness, natural factors, electrical factors, chemical 

factors, miscellaneous, unknown

Ignition material

furniture; flammable gas; signboard or awning; food; waste material; hazardous material; automobile, train, ship, or 

aircraft; electrical or electronic equipment; paper, wood, or hay; bedding or textiles; synthetic resins; miscellaneous; 

unknown

Data-mining techniques were applied to extract the desired information from saved data or to find patterns and/or 

relationships included in the data. Several algorithms were proposed, depending on the purpose and function of the prediction. 

Multiple-regression models have been widely used because they are easy to interpret. However, it can only be used for linear 

mapping. Alternatives such as DTs, ANNs, and random forests have emerged to address these drawbacks[8]. DTs and ANNs 

have been used in various fields. DTs have been successfully applied as high-dimensional classifiers in studies in a wide 

variety of fields[9-14]. ANNs are widely used data-mining tools that are based on nonlinear functions[10]. ANNs can detect 

patterns that are too complex for other techniques to identify[13]. ANNs have exhibited proven performance in many 

fields[9-13,15,16]. For this study, ANN and DT models were selected as the data-mining techniques and a feed-forward neural 

network with one hidden layer was used. The software used for analysis is SPSS Modeler. The schematic diagram for data 

analysis is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for data analysis
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Raw data were processed for analysis. For raw data, scenarios were created using region, time slot, temperature, humidity, 

and wind speed. A scenario is a combination of data values   and input variables. Each scenario is presented as a frequency of 

fires per 100,000 people. All dependent variables were divided into 5 levels based on fire risk. Classification methods are 

classified into 5 levels according to the quantile classification method[6,7]. The following data process is performed for all 38 

dependent variables for all fires, including fire type, source of ignition, cause of ignition, and ignition material. Fig. 2 is an 

example of creating scenarios.

Fig. 2. Examples of data preprocessing

3. Results

3.1 Results for the fire types

For both prediction models, the results for the 4 input variables were evaluated for each fire type. The fire type is analyzed, 

with building-structure fires separated into dwelling and non-dwelling fires, using the prediction results from the test set. 

Fig. 3 shows the total prediction accuracy for the test set analyzed. The comparison of the fire types shows that, for the 

ANN model, the total prediction accuracy was 46.33% for dwelling fires and 42.48% for non-dwelling fires. Regarding the 

prediction accuracy for dwelling fires at individual levels, level 3 had the lowest accuracy. The prediction accuracy for 

individual levels was similar for non-dwelling fires. The forest or field fires had high values for total prediction accuracy 

(69.60%). For miscellaneous (wastes and etc.) fires, the total prediction accuracy shows to be 51.61%. In terms of prediction 

accuracy for each level, in the miscellaneous fires and the forest or field fires, the prediction accuracy for level 3 was lower 

than those of the other levels. For the automobile or train fire type, the total prediction accuracy was 50.92% and the 

prediction accuracies for level 3 and level 4 were low. The DT model had similar results. The prediction accuracy for each 

level was also relatively low at level 3 and level 4. The DT model had similar results.
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Fig. 3. Accuracy of the test set according to the ANN and DT prediction models for each fire type

3.2 Results for the sources of ignition

Comparing the ignition sources, the spontaneous combustion, explosive or firework, and chemical combustion sources had 

high total prediction accuracies but were hard to predict for individual levels. The cigarette or lighter; friction, conduction, or 

radiation; flame or spark, and unknown sources all had total prediction accuracies of approximately 50%. The prediction 

accuracies for each level were relatively low in the middle levels for these categories. For the miscellaneous category, the 

prediction accuracy for level 5 was very low. The actuated equipment category had total prediction accuracy of 40% or lower 

(which was the lowest of all the categories), but it also had the most uniform prediction accuracy across levels. Comparing the 

models’ analysis results, as shown in Fig. 4, they had similar results for total accuracy.

Fig. 4. Accuracy of the test set according to the ANN and DT prediction models for each source of ignition

3.3 Results for the causes of ignition

Comparing the results for the fire causes, for each fire cause except mechanical factor, negligence, and unknown, the fire 

characteristics were difficult to predict at each individual level. The mechanical factor and unknown categories had total 

prediction accuracies of approximately 50%, but they had different trends in the ANN and DT models. In the ANN model, the 
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prediction accuracies for the middle levels were relatively low, and in the DT model, levels 3 through 5 showed similar 

prediction accuracies. For the negligence cause, a high total prediction accuracy of greater than 70% was shown, and the 

prediction accuracy decreased as the level increased. Comparing each model’s analysis results, as shown in Fig. 5, the models 

had slight differences in terms of total accuracy for each of the fire characteristics, but they had similar trends in most cases.

Fig. 5. Accuracy of the test set according to the ANN and DT prediction models for each cause of ignition

3.4 Results for the Ignition Materials

According to the comparison results for the ignition materials, the prediction at the individual levels was complicated for 

these categories: furniture; flammable gas; signboard or awning; unknown; hazardous material; automobile, train, ship, or 

aircraft; electric or electronic equipment; bedding or textiles; and miscellaneous. Total prediction accuracies were 

approximately 60% for the food category and approximately 50% for the categories of waste; paper, wood, or hay; and 

synthetic resin. In addition, the prediction accuracies in the middle levels were relatively low for these materials. For paper, 

wood, or hay, the prediction accuracy was higher than for other variables at each level. Comparing the models’ analysis 

results, as shown in Fig. 6, the models had slight differences in terms of total accuracy for each of the fire characteristics, but 

there were similar trends in most cases.

Fig. 6. Accuracy of the test set according to the ANN and DT prediction models for each ignition material
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

The prediction model for each fire characteristic presented the results for 4 input variables. For the result of fire type, the 

dwelling and non-dwelling fire types had total prediction accuracies of approximately 40%. but the dwelling type had slightly 

better accuracy. The forest or field fire type showed high prediction accuracy: approximately 70%. The reason for this is that 

this fire type is outdoors, so weather influences it significantly. In addition, miscellaneous fires, which are also outdoors, had 

a prediction accuracy of approximately 50%. Many sources of ignition (cigarette or lighter, flame or spark, actuated equipment, 

and unknown), several sources of ignition (mechanical factor, negligence, and unknown), and several types of ignition 

materials (food; waste; and paper, wood, or hay) showed the balanced prediction accuracies across each level. The result of 

the prediction-model analysis for each fire characteristic was caused by the fact that the number of values equal to 0 (level 1) 

was higher for variables with high total prediction accuracy. For this reason, the prediction accuracies for the high levels were 

worse than at the low levels. In cases in which the forecast accuracies were equivalent for each level, the total prediction 

accuracies were fairly low; however, these cases had high usability because a prediction for each level was available.

This study has the limitation that the data had to be accurately measured at the location and the time of the fire occurrence. 

Additional studies are required to produce models with higher accuracies. First, more detailed analysis is required of each 

weather-observation location to ensure higher prediction accuracy. Second, as the prediction accuracy may change according 

to the desired risk level, studies that use precise boundaries of fire-occurrence risk level are required. Third, the fire 

characteristics associated with the weather conditions should be used for prediction, along with other variables (e.g., 

socioeconomic variables). Some researchers have commented on the necessity of mixed and multidimensional studies of 

complex interactions among people, the environment, and protective policies[2,17]. Until this study, weather conditions not 

been significantly considered in urban fire prediction. In the future, prediction models from other aspects can be established 

by analyzing factor such as weather information.
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